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No Cookie Cutter Approach 
Part 1

One of the biggest, and largely unaddressed problems in the

Sterile Processing Department is Supply Storage. Lack of

space and organization can lead to longer picking times,

longer OR turnover times, inadequate supply quantities, and

can even lead to non-compliance. Don’t fear! There are steps

you can take to optimize your existing space to keep it

running smoothly and even make room for future storage.

What is being stored? Disposables? Instrumentation? Sterile

packs? Robotic instruments?   Understanding all of the

different items that need to be stored will allow you to space

plan and develop efficient, compliant ways to store all of

your supplies.

Dig into the analytics. Not just WHAT is being used, but

HOW MUCH is being used.By tracking and analyzing supply

and instrumentation usage as well as reviewing pick lists,

you can better understand which supplies are moving fast,

slow, or not moving at all. This can help to eliminate supply

shortages and expired products. This can also give you some

clues on how to better organize the storage room for faster

picking.  More to come on that topic in our next Expert

Series™ post. 

As always, before beginning any project, talk to your

stakeholders to ensure you have the full picture of what is

working and what gaps need to be addressed. All facilities

are so varied, there is NO cookie cutter approach to building

highly efficient storage rooms, but with input from your

stakeholders, you can build the right solution for your team.   
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Beyond Clean Healthcare Storage Expert:

Have more healthcare storage questions? Contact Dustin at: dustin.patterson@logiquip.net
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Dustin Patterson is currently the Mid-West

Regional Sales Manager with Logiquip Healthcare

Storage Solutions, a leading provider of high-

quality, future focused storage systems designed

exclusively for use in the healthcare environment.

Logiquip is based out of Kalamazoo, MI and has

served healthcare organizations across the US for

30 years. Dustin brings over 12 years of experience

in space planning and healthcare storage. He has

acted on behalf of LogiQuip as the vendor liaison to

the AHRMM Wisconsin Chapter, a leading

membership group for healthcare supply chain

professionals. Working closely with many hospitals

and surgery centers, Dustin has developed tailored

solutions using a mix of best practices, Lean

principles, and industry-leading storage equipment.

He has also worked with many Sterile Processing

Departments to maximize storage spaces, balancing

trade-offs between high-capacity storage layouts

and workflow efficiencies.


